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1 - The History of the Handel

 The History Of B1x (And V1k)  
 Chapter One : The History of the Handel 

Some people have been asking me latly where V1k and I got our names (Not nessicaraly here exactly,
just in general)so I thought I'd answer that question as well as provide some info on backstory.
My name is derived from a character in a book titled "By Blood Betrayed" which is based off of the
Mechwarrior Universe. The chracter's real name in the book is Bixby, but soon after stateing this, he
then said that he was more commonly called "Bix". I read the book years ago and became hooked on
the name. about a year or so back I Attempted to sign into Blizzard's Battle.net using an old screen
name I had (Bix). I forgot about the 90 day shut off thing, and the name didn't work, it wouldn't even let
me reassign it. So I changed it to B1x. About an hour ago I ran a search on my handel (B1x) and found
this: http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=L337%40B1X . Leet at B1x :). A new meaning
has stepped into my already beloved Handel, and made it impossible to change.
It has been a long time since I read the book, and I have long sence forgotten a large amount of it, but
that character's name Remains a critical part of me and my foray unto the Internet, as well as Gaming.
Not only has it became my Second name, but I also have used it on several, if not all of my Characters.

http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=L337%40B1X


2 - The History of the Name

 The History of B1x (And V1k)
Chapter Two: The History Of the Name 

The First use I ever had for the name Bix was an OC I had created for my Favorite Game of all time,
Starcraft. IN this I had created 5 Characters, 3 of which only had codes for names(838,832,836)and One
have a real name (bix) and the last Being an alien Character (Tai-pi, A Zergling whos mental copacity
was inhanced by Terran Meddeling with Protoss Tech) I had the Idea of Giving one of the coded
chracter 838 the name Bix as well as part of the original Bix's persona. But at the time, I had not done
so. as time Progressed, I moved on, and Forgot all about my Terran characters.
Later on I used the name for Several School projects and a few minor Personal stories. This was only
until Halo came, this is where I Began use of the name Internet Wise. My Screen name being Bix. This
slowly became molded the name of a Halo OC I created named Bix (Or Spartan-838).
I couple of years later marked the Starting of a portion in my life I like to call the "StarWars Era", during
which I was exposed to a High Concentration of anything and everything StarWars. This led to my
creation of a Sith chracter bearing not only the name Bix, but also the last name of one of the characters
of the first PS2 game I bought (Jedi Starfighter), Dallows. This name also Stuck with the Character.
After the SWE, I began to Immerse myself in Zimdom. My OC, which arose a few days after my
Obseesion with Invader Zim, Boar the Name. This Character is the last Surviving Alternative Bix use, as
all of the others have been Killed off. The Reason? It all Stems back to 838.



3 - The End of the Legacy

 The History of B1x (And Vik) 
 Chapter Three: The End of the Legacy 

As of Recently I have deemed it necisary to sever all ties with Previous Bix names to create and
maintain a solitary hold on its useage. It will Remain my Handel, but it will be used as another chracter
and that character only.

Recently I have discovered and Created 2 New Names : Terrin Jaymes, and Kaye Salma. It has taken
several years, but I have finially Discovered names to fill the void I have been searching for secretly
even to myself. The names for 836 and 832. I will now go on to Devoting Bix to this story and this story
only, Because I have an intenet to popularize and publish their story in the future. It is nescisary to kill
any major use of the name in any story. From now on it will only be used for minor characters.
The final alterinative use for the name (My Irken) will remain in use, until I perfect my Drawing Style and
commence with Graphic Novelization of the story he will be in. It will effectivly be an end to a legacy that
will mean a great deal to me and noone else.
Some of you may wander though, "Why is V1k's Name so similar to yours??".



4 - V1k's Similarites.

The History of B1x (and V1k)
Chapter Four: V1k

I promised I'd answer this question so I will, regardless of how pointlessly short this chapter will be.

V1k and I discuss or storys with eachother all the time. Our greatest personal Characters where created
together, So when V1k announced to me the name of her irken OC (Vik) I was surprised, seeing as we
hadn't talked about any possible names for any Zim chracters yet. I pointed out that Her Irken's name
was very similar to My Handel, as it was 3 letters, and te middle one was an "I". She thought it was neat,
so she Changed the I to a 1 and used it as a Handel. Since then (Almost a year), She has been using
that as her name.



5 - Reasons...

 The History Of B1x (And V1k) 
Chapter Five: Reasons...

You may be wondering why I spent 3 hours writing about something so meaningless that there is an
impossiblility to anyone ever being interested in it. Well, not only is it because I'm getting tired of
answering the same question, But also because of something much more meaningful.
We spend day after day on the internet, posting pictures, sending email, going to Forums, Doing
business, but we never take the time to sit down and actually observe our Virtual Enviroment. We rarely
look at the screen names of our friends or the people who exist in this virtual reality with any
significance. We see it as mearly their name, or something to call them by. We never realize that to
them, its more then just a preface or a call sign, but a Second name. It has meaning and Depth. The
name itself can be a mirror into this persons world, or a relic of their past. It could be something the
Love, or a tribute to someone they couldn't be without.
The Point? That something seemingly worthless to others has intense value to someone else, and that if
we stop taking something for granted, we can truly realize the personal treasures it holds.
Ofcourse, there is always people that use their own names on the internet, but they arn't any fun :).

=B1x=
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